Navigation Quick Tips

Click on the Menu at the top of the page to navigate. If you star an item, it will appear in your favorites bar (next to Menu) as a shortcut.

PC Console is a good option to star, as it contains all the information about any given protocol.

You are in PC Console

Start typing to find a specific protocol. The options will appear as you type.

If you are a coordinator, you can set up a new protocol by clicking here.

Remember, do not use the back button on your browser. Use OnCore’s buttons, tabs, and menus to navigate within the program instead.

Turn off your browser’s popup blocker when using OnCore, or certain actions (clicking a button to get a menu of items to choose from) will not work.

Avoid double-clicking when working in OnCore to prevent accidentally duplicating records.

Recommended to star: PC Console, CRA Console, My Console